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Abstract
This paper focus on flight performance certification regulation of FAA and JAA, it’s history and development. First, 
wet and contaminated runway condition is discussed in the view of regulation, then flight performance certification 
standard on wet and contaminated runway condition is analysed seperately, especially in regulation history 
development, the difference between FAA and JAA and some aircraft model information between Boeing and Airbus 
is also compared, finally the friction coefficient mathematical model used in regulation is introduced.
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Propulsion Systems, China
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1.   Introduction
Data from the past 20 years shows, the runway overrun risk on standing water and slush is 8 times than 
that on dry runway. The accident involving an Airspeed Ambassador aircraft at Munich in 1958, was 
probably the first major accident in which runway contamination was listed as the probable cause. 
Compared to the low speed propeller driven aircraft, the pavement condition have much more influence to 
the performance of modern large high speed civil transport aircraft. Since early 1960s, the engineering 
research of flight performance on wet and contaminated runway began to develop in Europe and USA. 
Despite the extensive research and numerous publications, accidents in which the runway surface 
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condition (e.g. wet or contaminated) was a contributing factor still frequently occur. Illustrating examples 
are the accidents with a DC-10 at Boston Logan Airport (1982), USA, a B-737 at Charlotte Douglas Int. 
Airport (1987), USA (aircraft overran wet runway and was destroyed), a fatal accident with an A320 
which overran the end of the wet runway at Okecie Airport (1993), Poland (aircraft destroyed), with an 
MD-80 which hydroplaned off the runway at Barajas Airport (1996), Spain (nose undercarriage collapsed) 
and a B727 which veered off the runway during the landing roll on an ice covered runway at Hamilton, 
Canada (1997).
Nowadays in China, the main part of CAAC’s airworthiness and operation regulations come from USA, 
in 2009, the CAAC flight standard department issue AC-121-FS-2009-33 “Air Carrier Operation 
requirement on wet and Contaminated runway”. it is the first Advisory Circular issued by CAAC in this 
field. Overall speaking, we are still very weak and lack experience in both airworthiness and operation on 
wet and contaminated runway. Performance data in this condition offered in Boeing and Airbus aircraft 
handbook reflect the engineering practice and historical development in USA and Europe. To understand 
all background information and developing history will help us in our large aircraft certification and 
airline operation safety. This paper focus on flight performance certification regulation, it’s history and
development.
2. Pavement condition definition in regulations
Regulations from FAA in USA and JAA in Europe define runway condition into 3 classes: dry, wet 
and contaminated. The corresponding authority material scatter in FAA’s AC 25-13, AC 91-6A(1978), 
AC 91-6B (Draft)，and JAA’s JAR-OPS 1 Subpart F, JAR 25X1591, AMJ 25X1591 etc.
Dry, this concept is clear, do not exist any ambiguous to anyone.
Wet, FAA define it as “neither dry nor contaminated”, from their definition of a contaminated runway, 
one can assume that wet runway is one having slush or standing water of a depth equal to or less than 3 
mm. JAA has more clear definition for wet, it’s well soaked and shiny in appearance, but without 
significant areas of standing water, depth less than 3 mm of standing water.
Contaminated, FAA define it as, Runways are contaminated when more than 25% of the runway 
surface to be used is covered by standing water or slush more than 3 mm (1/8 inch) deep, or snow, or 
ice。JAA has similar definition, but more specifically, JAR-OPS 1.480 further define equivalent depth for 
other contaminants except standing water,  Table 1 shows this classification. This standard is used in 
JAA’s airworthiness and operation requirement. FAA don’t have such concept or classification, but they 
sometime use the similar concept in many guidance materials.
Table 1  JAA / Airbus Contamination Classification
Classification Description
Standing Water More than 3 mm deep，3mm and below is considered wet
Slush Water saturated with snow, water in it can flow freely, it’s density is about 0.85kg/L. it is 
encountered around 5°C. More than 2 mm deep slush is considered contaminated
Wet Snow When compacted, snow will stick together and tend to from a snowball. it’s density is about 
0.4kg/L. More than 4 mm deep wet snow is considered contaminated
Dry Snow Snow can be blown if loose, or if compacted, will fall apart again upon release (also called loose 
snow), density is about 0.2kg/L. More than 15 mm deep dry snow is considered contaminated
Compacted Snow Compressed snow, typical friction coefficient is 0.2
Ice typical friction coefficient is 0.05 or below
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Contaminants on runway can also be grouped into 2 categories according to their effect on flight 
performance, Hard contaminants are compacted snow and ice, Soft contaminants are standing water, slush 
and wet/dry snow. Hard contaminants only affect braking performance, soft contaminants affect both 
deceleration and acceleration rate.
In Boeing documents, they call runway covered with Hard contaminants slippery runway. For early 
aircraft (for example B737-300), the AFM don’t include certified wet performance data, slippery runway 
include wet and contaminated runway covered with hard contaminants. For newer aircraft (B737 NG), 
slippery runway is a subset of contaminated runway. Airbus don’t use slippery runway concept.
Besides the three runway condition mentioned early, JAA and Airbus have a “Damp” runway 
condition, the difference between Wet and Damp is, Damp runway don’t have such deep water layer to 
form a reflecting appearance. But currently, more and more opinion think, damp should be considered as 
wet. It is said JAA may delete this concept in the future. FAA don’t use this concept.
3. Certification requirement for wet runway
Before the mid of 90s, except some guidance materials, FAR don’t have definitive regulatory 
requirements for wet and contaminated runway performance adjustments in Part 25 or 121. So in AFM, 
which is a standing document to show part 25 airworthiness compliance, it don’t have certified wet or 
contaminated performance data. These aircraft include: B707, B727, B737 Classic, B747-1/2/3/400, 
B757-200, B767-2/300, B777-2/300、DC-9/10, MD-80/90/11, and A300, A310, A300-600. In 70s, the 
only Authority have such requirement is British CAA, So only in Boeing/Airbus’s AFM certified for 
CAA, contain certified wet performance data according to regulation of that time.
1978, FAA issue AC 91-6A, provided guidelines for operation with standing water, slush, snow or ice 
on runway, but does not provide for wet runways. Then proposed AC 91-6B defines wet and 
contaminated runway, defines braking coefficient in accelerate stop distance calculation, allow use of 
reverse thrust credit for accelerate stop. Although did not specifically address, but 15 foot accelerate go 
screen height were adopted in Boeing’s advisory data of that time. AC 91-6B is still in draft edition since 
80s.
On Europe side, 1988, by introducing JAR 25X1591 and AMJ 25X1591 in JAR-25 Change 13, JAA 
began to have formal requirement for wet and contaminated performance. Compared to FAA’s AC 91-6B, 
AMJ 25X1591 not only provide more detail performance information on wet and contaminated runway, 
but also provide acceptable mathematical modal to determine these flight performance, include brake 
coefficient, displacement Drag, Impingement Drag etc. Early A320 is certified based on this rule, so it has 
certified wet and contaminated performance data in its manual. In early 90s, B777-200 wet performance 
data was certified on these JAA rules.
In 1992, JAA issued NPA 25B,D,G-244, and in 1993, FAA issue NPRM 93-08, these notice of 
proposed rule making are almost the same. After thoroughly discussed, the main part of these proposed 
change became formal rule in 1998 (FAR Amendment 25-92) and 2000 (JAR 25 Change 15). In the 
following text we call these change as 25-92.
Since the mid of 90s, new certified aircraft are based on these regulation, which are indicated by the 
certified wet takeoff performance data in its AFM. These aircraft include: B737NG, B747-400F, B747-8, 
B757-300, B767-400, B777-200LR/300ER, B717 and B787. For Airbus aircraft, all early A320 Aircraft 
(with Tab calculation engine) have been recertified during the first several years after 2000 (with Octopus 
calculation engine), so now all Airbus Fly-By-Wire models are certified based on 25-92. include 
A318/319 /320/321, 330/340, 380.
25-92 added several more requirement for wet runway that didn’t exist before, the following is some of 
these change.
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Tire pressure: when determining accelerate stop performance, the maximum approved tire pressure 
should be used. Less tire pressure will improve stop performance on wet surface and also decrease 
hydroplaning speed.
Tire tread depth: maximum brake energy ratings should consider brakes worn, using fully worn limit 
tire to do lab test, using not more than 10 percent of their allowable brake wear range remaining to do 
flight test. This will improve wet runway performance.
Runway surface texture: FAA group runways into 5 categories, labeled A through E. A category 
runway has the smoothest surface texture and E category has the roughest surface texture. Runways A 
through C, are not grooved or treated with a porous friction course (PFC) overlay. (PFC is an asphalt 
aggregate that provides a rough surface texture.), they are called normal wet runway. Runways D and E 
are grooved or have PFC overlay, they are called Skid-R wet runway. The new certification standards 
require a runway texture midway between categories B and C. weather or not provide skid-R wet 
performance is an option of applicant [2]. For Boeing, those aircraft certified according to 25-92 have 
Skid-R wet performance. For Airbus, Skid-R wet performance begin to provide since 2005.
Reverse thrust can be used in determining wet runway takeoff performance. JAA also allow to use this 
on contaminated runway. A Lower screen height 15 feet but no clearway can be used for wet runway 
accelerate go performance are also used.
After the wet runway takeoff performance data are calculated, the manufacturer is required to conduct 
flight tests to demonstrate the capability of the airplane’s antiskid braking system to achieve the maximum 
friction capability computed for the airplane.
Currently, the airworthiness standard for take off performance on Normal and Skid-R Wet runway are 
unified between USA and Europe authority, there has no certification requirement for landing 
performance on Normal wet runway, and exist different certification requirement for landing performance 
on Skid-R wet runway. In operational side, the main difference between the two authority are: JAR-OPS 
require all aircraft consider one engine inoperative in wet take off performance analysis, but in FAR 121, 
these requirement only apply to those aircraft that have wet runway performance data in their AFM, for 
old standard aircraft, operator can ignore one engine inoperative case.
4. Certification requirement for contaminated runway
Although early in 40s, the character of contaminated runway and its influence on aircraft is under 
research, but their didn’t exist any systematic regulation requirement until late 80s.
In 1988, by introducing JAR-25, Change 13, JAA began to have formal certification requirement on 
contaminated runway [1]。At that time, the methodology associated with the determination of aircraft 
performance on contaminated runway was reasonably well developed and since then it has been used on 
many JAA certifications. In the course of a few certifications some discrepancies were noted between the 
theoretical methods of the AMJ and measured results, with particular reference to smaller jet aircraft. As a 
result Temporary Guidance Material (TGM/25/04) was published in 1995, which calls for limited test 
substantiation.
In the final rules published in JAR-25 at Change 15 in 2000, the wet runways requirements in JAR 
25X1591 was moved to the normal performance requirements of Subpart B. from then on, new CS 
25.1591 and the associated AMC will address only contaminated runways. During this time period, 
JAA/JAR system is changing into new EASA/CS system, the first EASA’s CS-25 is based on JAR 25 
Change 16.
As a result of better knowledge of aircraft performance on contaminated runways, JAA considered that 
a general revision of the AMJ 25X1591 was necessary. In 2002, a proposed NPA 25G-334 was published, 
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a revised CS 25.1591 and a new AMC 25.1591 are proposed in this NPA. In 2004, NPA 25G-334 was 
renamed to NPA No14/2004, and in 2006, became final rules by CS-25 Amendment 2.
FAR 25 does not address performance on contaminated runways so harmonization between USA and 
Europe is not currently a consideration. In the past, Boeing/McDonnell Douglas determine their 
contaminated data according to their own experience [4], now they reference Europe standard. In 
operation field, JAA/EASA consider, the performance information required by CS 25.1591 and provided 
by AMC 25.1591 enables an operator to show compliance with JAR-OPS 1.490 and, where necessary, 
JAR-OPS 1.520. JAR-OPS require one engine inoperative case must be considered. Note that CS 25.1591 
does not require the applicant must provide contaminated runway data, but, if he does not provide, 
operation on contaminated runways will be prohibited.
5. Friction coefficient for contaminated runway
The key factor of performance on contaminated runway is to determine the friction coefficient μ 
between the tire and pavement surface, μ equal to friction force divided by load. Their have two kind of μ: 
the one determined by runway friction test vehicle is called reported μ, the one experienced in actual 
aircraft braking condition is called effective μ, the latter is also called braking coefficient. Because the 
working condition of runway friction test vehicle and real aircraft exist big difference, the aviation 
engineering have not found a acceptable relationsjip between reported μ with effective μ yet, i.e. we are 
not able to determine aircraft stopping performance by reported μ.
Fig 1  B737 effective μ changes with speed and surface condition
Different Contaminants have different drag character, effective μ is a function of: aircraft weight, tire 
wear level, aircraft ground speed, kind of contaminants, skip ratio between tire and surface etc. figure 1 is 
the flight test result from NASA using B737 which indicated effective μ changes with speed and surface 
condition.
In AMJ 25X1591 (i.e. the early A320 certification standard), the acceptable brake coefficient is: 
μwet=0.5xμdry, μconta=0.25xμdry, μsnow=0.2, μicy=0.05, also the hydroplaning effect is considered. For early 
Boeing aircraft certified on CAA standard, its wet performance data use this method too.
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Compared to AMJ 25X1591, 25-92 add a limitation to μwet: not exceed to 0.4 and consider anti-skid 
efficiency. In both AMJ 25X1591 and 25-92, brake coefficient on wet surface is based on ESDU 71026 
model, which define brake coefficient as a function of ground speed: 
38253 1031.31052.21058.6692.0 VVVwet
−−− ×−×+×−=µ ，maximum 0.4                              (1)
Along with the issue of NPA No14/2004 and became the final rule into CS-25, EASA update the 
calculation model used in contaminated runway. The purpose of this new model is to improve flight safety 
under normal everyday contaminated runway condition. The performance data on contaminated runway is 
based on 80% tire wear level. Brake coefficient can be obtained from flight test, or use the following 
conservative minimum default, it is effective μ adjusted by anti-skid efficiency. For standing water and 
slush, the brake coefficient is:
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In the upper equation, V is ground speed knot, when V great than hydroplanning speed, μ equal to 
constant 0.05. for other contaminants, define μ as, deep less than 5mm wet snow use 0.20, wet snow use 
0.17, deep less than 20mm dry snow use 0.20, dry snow use 0.17, compacted snow use 0.20, ice use 0.05.
It’s said, FAA is considering to update its contaminated runway standard. Weather or not to adopt 
Europe’s standard is still not ascertain.
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